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ABSTRACT
Submarine cable cuts have become increasingly common,
with five incidents breaking more than ten cables in the last
three years. Today, around 300 cables carry the majority of
international Internet traffic, so a single cable cut can affect
millions of users, and repairs to any cut are expensive and
time consuming. Prior work has either measured the im-
pact following incidents, or predicted the results of network
changes to relatively abstract Internet topological models.
In this paper, we develop a new approach to model cable
cuts. Our approach differs by following problems drawn
from real-world occurrences all the way to their impact on
end-users. Because our approach spans many layers, no sin-
gle organization can provide all the data needed to apply the
model. We therefore perform what-if analysis to study a
range of possibilities. With this approach we evaluate four
incidents in 2012 and 2013; our analysis suggests general
rules that assess the degree of a country’s vulnerability to a
cut.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.4 [Performance of Systems]: Modeling techniques;
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Net-
work topology; C.2.5 [Local and Wide-Area Net-
works]: Internet

General Terms
Measurement
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet is of great importance today, and as crit-

ical infrastructure, the impact of various threats it faces
needs to be carefully studied and understood. Threat
models are built to provide understanding about how
specific threats change the Internet, how the network
reacts to such threats, and how the various threats af-
fect end users.

In this paper, we focus on submarine cable cuts, a
specific class of threats that impact the physical in-
frastructure of the Internet. Understanding the impact
of submarine cable cuts is essential for three reasons.
First, judging form the many reported real-world inci-
dents [5–7, 11, 19, 27], they occur rather frequently and
can have considerable impact. Second, the majority of
international traffic travels over fewer than 300 subma-
rine cables around the globe (Figure 1 shows cables in
2013). A single cut can profoundly affect millions of
users and businesses. Third, recovery from a cut can be
slow, with typical repair times as long as several weeks.

Figure 2 illustrates the challenge of submarine cable
cuts. In this example, four landing stations are con-
nected via a submarine cable system (SCS 1). Each
landing station connects to users via some terrestrial
networks. Various online services are replicated in fa-
cilities connected to landing stations, with differing de-
ployments depending on user distribution and cost. A
cable cut has broken the cable segment between sta-
tions 1 and 2.

One may simply treat this problem as a path-finding
problem, focusing on graph properties. Since after the
cut the graph is still connected, this naive model im-
plies there are minimal results from the cut. Since all
stations are still reachable, the only harm is increased
path length between stations 1 and 2.

However, this naive model does not reflect important
aspects of Internet operation: users and services, as
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Figure 1: Global Submarine Cable Map in 2013 [29]
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Figure 2: The problem to solve.

well as the diverse mechanisms each Internet layer uses
to establish, protect, and restore data channels. Users
interact with application-layer services, while the cut
happens at the physical layer. To understand the im-
pact of a cut on users we must consider and model the
cascade of interactions from the physical all the way to
the application layer.

Capturing this cascade is challenging, since each layer
has diverse mechanisms that support communications.
A user’s access to a service depends not only on con-
nectivity of a physical medium, but also on virtual data
channels that must be provisioned at intermediate lay-
ers. The different mechanisms at each layer require sep-
arate models to capture their unique functionalities for
fault-tolerance and recovery.

Rich Internet connectivity means that while com-
pletely disconnected users may be rare, unacceptable
performance is a more common user experience. We
must therefore also evaluate user-perceived qualities as
measured by Quality-of-Experience (QoE). Network changes
affect QoE in service-specific ways. For example, a user

browsing web pages cares about the page-loading time,
whereas a user watching videos concerns factors such as
how long it takes to start the video, how often the video
re-buffers, and what the video quality is.

Prior threat models are often influenced primarily by
data availability. For example, the naive model we men-
tioned earlier follows directly from knowledge of the
topology, but omits layer interactions and end-user im-
pacts. Data-driven approaches can misplace risk by em-
phasizing threats that are unlikely and defining harms
that are abstract from real-world users. For example,
wide availability of data about AS topologies encour-
ages threat models involving node and link removals in
AS graphs. Since AS graphs represent business rela-
tionships, this graph manipulation has at best limited
relationship to real-world events [3, 15].

The first contribution of our paper is to frame the
modeling need as spanning real-world threats at lower
layers to end-user harm (§ 3). To address this challenge
we bring together a number of existing models of Inter-
net components and show how they can fit together to
identify the essential mechanisms at intermediate layers
that change threat outcomes on end-users.

Even with carefully selected models, no single organi-
zation is likely to have all the data needed to populate
models from the physical layer to users. Our second
contribution is to show how to apply what-if modeling to
network threats (§ 4.4). The ability to explore a range
of possibilities allows one to make qualitative claims
about possible outcomes in the face of incomplete data.
As one example, we use Quality-of-Experience models
(§ 3.6) to study a range of possible current and future
outcomes to users that might result from a submarine
cable cut.

Our third contribution is to illustrate our approach
by exploring four real-world incidents of submarine ca-
ble cuts in 2012 and 2013 (§ 4). Using our models and
what-if analysis, we provide general rules that help as-
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sess what makes some countries more vulnerable to dis-
ruption (§5): service-self-sufficiency and diversified con-
nectivity. Our models allow countries to evaluate their
vulnerabilities to these risks and explore possible miti-
gating strategies.

Finally, although we focus on submarine cable cuts,
many parts of our model also apply to other disruption
threats.

2. RELATED WORK
Four areas relate to our work: other models that ei-

ther predict the impact of submarine cable cuts or post-
facto evaluation after cuts, models of other threats to
Internet infrastructure, and non-threat models of parts
of the Internet.

Models of submarine cable cuts Omer et al. pro-
vide a model to assess the impact of submarine cable
cuts [25]. They construct a physical cable topology in
which nodes are continents and edges are aggregations
of inter-connecting submarine cables based on the pub-
lic map [29]. They then hypothesize threats by remov-
ing nodes or edges and assessed impact by computing
the amount of traffic could be delivered between con-
tinents after the threat. Unlike their work, we ana-
lyze real-world cuts, and we relate the impact to end-
users. In addition, we pay attention to the diverse
data-transmission mechanisms on layers which are not
present in their work.

Measurements of submarine cable cuts Many re-
searchers have measured the consequences of submarine
cable cuts [11,26,28]. In contrast, our model can provide
implications before a cut happens. Nevertheless, these
measurements are valuable as ground truth to validate
and correct our model.

Models of other threats Because of the availabil-
ity of data of AS topologies, past threat models typ-
ically build on the AS graph, modeling threats as re-
movals of nodes or edges from it. Albert et al. [2] first
analyzed errors (accidental removal of nodes) and at-
tacks (intentional removal of nodes), assessing impact as
network-diameter increase and fragmentation. Dolev et
al. [13] builds on this model, but with the consideration
of the network-layer transmission mechanism. They
note that connectivity between ASes does not imply
reachability—a valid AS path must be valley-free [18].
Wu et al. [43] further enriches the model and assessed
impact as the reachability changes between all AS pairs.
Different from their work, we start with threats drawn
from real-world incidents and assess impact not on the
network layer but on end-users.

Models of the Internet Much prior work model how
different parts of the Internet work without explicitly
considering threats. These models provide useful input
to our work. In particular, Feamster et al. [16] model

how BGP selects paths for traffic flows. Mok et al. [32]
model how flow condition affects video streaming quali-
ties, while Zhang et al. [44] model video telephony. Re-
searchers in [10, 12, 24, 32] model how service qualities
affect user QoE. We incorporate some of the models
above to build our multi-layer threat model.

3. MODELING CABLE CUTS
To understand the impact of cable cuts on the real

world, we follow the problem from real-world threats
to user-relevant harms, bridging them with our holistic
model.

3.1 Model Overview
Our approach to model cable cuts is problem-driven,

which contrasts with models that are built around the
constraints of available data. We identify the threat
and harms, then identify what role each takes in the
Internet and determine how they relate. This approach
is challenging, because the relationship of network com-
ponents is not always obvious, and because components
are often “black boxes” where obtaining data can be dif-
ficult. This section presents an overview about how we
follow this approach to model cable cut impact.

Step 1: Selecting threat and harm We model sub-
marine cable cuts because of their frequent occurrence,
traffic importance, and long repair time. We choose to
model harms as degraded QoE because it is what users
care about.

Cable cuts happen to cable segments at the physi-
cal layer, while users access services at the application
layer. Thus, to assess how cable cuts affect we must
bridge these layers modeling intermediate layers. Be-
fore we discuss this process, we first provide background
to bring out the basic idea.

Background of the Internet Logically, the Internet
is structured as layers. Between two adjacent layers, the
lower layer provides a communication channel for the
upper layer and thus directly affects its communication
quality.

The QoE of users is directly shaped by the quality of
the communication on the application layer.

The communication further relies on lower transport
layer to transmit its traffic and network layer to find
a path for the traffic. The path then relies on lower
link layer to establish channels that support the links
composing the path.

Eventually, the link layer needs a physical medium
(such as cable segment) to support its virtual channels.
As a result, any damage made to a physical medium will
cascade up the stack.

Step 2: Bridging threat to harm Our approach is
to tie the threat to harms by successively modeling how
changes of lower-layer communication channels affect
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Figure 3: The general picture of the model.
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Figure 4: SONET circuits rely on cable seg-
ments as physical medium, but have to be pro-
visioned to transmit data.

upper-layer communication quality, from threat layer to
harm layer.

There are three benefits to this approach. First, with
mostly independent models at each layer, each compo-
nent can be treated more or less in isolation, making
each layer simpler and easier to interpret. Second, we
can explore and validate components separately to in-
crease our overall confidence in the approach. Third,
the approach provides a framework to identify the dif-
ferent components’ relationships so as to capture a more
holistic view of the problem.

Figure 3 shows the general picture of our model. The
long solid red arrow represents the cascading impact
from cable cuts to users. To model this impact, we
break the model into five sub-models (five short arrows)
that each addresses a direct impact.

To summarize, the problems that each sub-model is
going to address in later sections are:

1. how does a cable cut break SONET circuits (Sec-
tion 3.2)?

2. how does the breakage of SONET circuits break
or impair upper-layer IP links (Section 3.3)?

3. how does the change of IP link condition affects
flows that traverse through the link (Section 3.4)?

4. how does the application system adjust its session
qualities to adapt to the new flow condition (Sec-
tion 3.5)?

5. how does the change of session qualities affect user
perceived QoE (Section 3.6)?

Modeling across multiple layers is a challenging task.
To keep model manageable, we avoid details that can
be captured in existing layers, such as WDM whose
ring protection mechanism is captured adequately in
our SONET model. We also do not model transient
effects brought by mechanisms such as fast re-routing
in MPLS, but instead focus on impact that lasts for at
least days.

3.2 From Cable Cut to SONET Circuits
We first tie physical damage to the SONET link layer.
A SONET circuit is a virtual circuit between two

SONET devices. Logically, a SONET circuit corre-
sponds to physical and link layers in the OSI model [22].
Most submarine cable systems use SONET, connecting
devices that are physically located at landing stations
near the coast.

We model SONET circuits because they are stati-
cally provisioned and do not necessarily exist between
all landing station pairs. Thus absence of a logically
provisioned SONET circuit can leave a physical con-
nection useless. For each SONET circuit, we evaluate
reachability based on if a logical circuit is provisioned.
In principle, circuits have latency and capacity, but we
model those as part of the IP link described later.

Reachability A cable cut breaks one or more cable
segments and thus changes the physical topology of a
SONET submarine cable system. Because SONET cir-
cuits are virtual circuits which need to be provisioned,
we can not simply examine reachability by finding paths
in the changed topology.

Figure 4 gives an example. Four cable segments (C1,2,3,4)
connecting four landing stations compose the physical
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sub-model source
modeling cable cut breaking SONET circuits this paper
modeling SONET circuits affecting IP links this paper
modeling IP links affecting flows this paper and [16]
modeling flows affecting sessions video streaming† [32], video telephony [44], gaming [9]
modeling sessions affecting QoE video streaming† [12, 24,32], VoIP [10], gaming [9]

Table 1: Sources of Sub-models. Daggers: sub-models used in this paper.

topology of cable system SCS 1. However, only three
station pairs can communicate with each other through
the provisioned SONET circuits (S1,2,3). Pairs without
SONET circuits in between will not be able to com-
municate even if they are physically connected (for ex-
ample, station 1 and 4), because SONET circuits are
assigned statically and human intervention is often re-
quired to reconfigure them.

To model how a cable cut breaks circuits between
station pairs, we define this static mapping between
SONET circuits and cable segments as matrix M cs.
Each matrix element aij = 1 (otherwise 0) if and only
if SONET circuit i traverses through cable segment j.
In the example shown in Figure 4,

M cs =


C1 C2 C3 C4

S1 1 0 0 0
S2 1 1 0 0
S3 0 0 1 0


When a cable cut happens, the SONET circuits that

traverse the broken segments will be affected. The con-
sequence is straightforward, all these circuits will break.

We translate this impact to the equation shown be-
low.

rs = M cs ·∧ rc (1)

rc = [ r1 r2 · · · ]T is the column vector denoting the
reachability status of all cable segments (true if reach-
able, false if broken), while rs represents all SONET
circuits.

The operator ·∧ captures the fact that a SONET cir-
cuit is reachable if and only if all cable segments it tra-
verses through are reachable. It is slightly different than
the matrix multiplication (instead of sum, it computes
the conjunction). It is defined as the following equa-
tion: (A ·∧ B)ij =

∧m
k=1 aikbkj where (A ·∧ B)ij is the

element in ith row and jth column.

3.3 From SONET Circuits to IP links
We next model how SONET circuits affect IP links.

An IP link is a virtual channel between two adjacent de-
vices identified by IP addresses at the network layer. We
use hop-by-hop IP links to model routing, and IP paths
to refer to a series of IP links over an inter-networks.

We model IP links explicitly to allow for SONET cir-
cuit diversity. If SONET ring protection mechanism

I2
I1

AS 1 AS 2

SONET layer

IP layer

SONET working path

IP link
4

1 2

3

S1
S4

SCS 1
S2

SONET protection path

S3

Figure 5: SONET systems with ring protection
mechanism use two circuits (working and pro-
tection path) to support an IP link.

is used (two circuits supporting one link), the threat
impact might be contained at the IP link and thus no
impact on users.

Two properties of an IP link are important to us:
reachability and latency, because they are sufficient enough
to capture the threat impact that will further propagate
to users. Latency is the data propagation time, ignor-
ing queuing delay, over the IP link. Normally it is fixed,
but after a cable cut it may take a different value if a
different SONET circuit is selected.

In principle, the cable cut could also change an IP
link’s capacity if multiple link-layer channels are sup-
porting it via link aggregation. For simplicity, we model
this situation using multiple IP links, each supported by
a single link-layer channel at one time (working and pro-
tection SONET circuits do not work simultaneously).

Reachability A SONET circuit is supported by a se-
ries of cable segments, whereas an IP link is supported
by one or two parallel SONET circuits. Due to this dif-
ference, the way the impact propagates is slightly dif-
ferent. The primary circuit is the working path, while
the secondary one is the protection path. This protec-
tion scheme is known as the Multiplex Section-Shared
Protection Ring (MS-SPring) or just “ring protection
mechanism” [30]. As an example, in Figure 5, the work-
ing path S1 and protection path S3 together support IP
link I1. The protection path is optional.

Since the working and protection path are in paral-
lel (rather than in series as cable segments), an IP link
is reachable as long as at least one SONET circuit is
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reachable. Thus, unlike with SONET circuits, any ac-
tive SONET circuit supports the IP link. We model
this effect using the following equation:

ri = (W si · rs) ∨ (P si · rs) (2)

Where, analogous to rs, ri is the column vector de-
noting the reachability of all IP links. W si and P si are
matrices mapping IP links to their working and pro-
tection paths, respectively. In the example shown in
Figure 5,

W si =

(S1 S2 S3 S4

I1 1 0 0 0
I2 0 1 0 0

)
, P si =

(S1 S2 S3 S4

I1 0 0 1 0
I2 0 0 0 1

)
Because SONET circuits can be sold to different ISPs,

the IP links they support can reside in different ISPs’
networks. We show ISPs as different Autonomous Sys-
tems (ASes) in Figure 5.

Latency In cases where an IP link is still reachable
after the cable cut, its latency may increase if protec-
tion path has higher latency than the working path.
For long-haul IP links in modern networks, propaga-
tion delay is the major component of IP link latency.
We assume capacity of both circuits is the same, as is
typical in practice [30].

We thus model the impact on latency by the following
equation:

li =

{
W si · ls if working path functions
P si · ls otherwise

(3)

where li is the column vector denoting the latency of
all IP links, while ls denotes latency of SONET cir-
cuits. An element in ls is a finite number unless its
corresponding circuit is broken. If broken, the value of
the element equals to ∞.

Note that we have ignored the queuing delay might
induced by the cable cut. A cable cut might causes some
core IP links congested and thus increases their queuing
delay. However, we believe in such cases, congestion-
reactive traffic will back off [17], and routers will drop
packets in the queue as there is no benefit to keep a
queue when the link is heavily congested.

3.4 From IP Links to Transport-layer Flows
IP links connect devices; we next consider flows that

represent traffic over an IP path (a series of IP links).
We use the traditional network definition of a transport-
layer flow: a series of packets sent between two network
endpoints identified by two IP addresses, two port num-
bers, and the protocol.

We choose to model flows for three reasons: they add
multi-hop, routing, and congestion control, bridging IP
links to applications. Our goal is to capture proper-
ties: reachability, latency, and throughput. Reachabil-
ity is affected by multi-hop communication and rout-
ing that can find paths around failed links. Latency
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Figure 6: Traffic flows between two endpoints
rely on the network layer to find a path com-
posed of IP links. The path must comply with
policies configured in routers.
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Figure 7: Flows are dynamically routed based
on current IP link state for robustness.

is affected by path changes that increase path length.
Finally, completing flows can trigger congestion control
and change effective throughput, an important factor in
application quality.

Reachability We model flow reachability over IP links
in the same manner as SONET circuit reachability over
cable segments (Section 3.2). The way IP link reacha-
bility affect flow reachability However, unlike statically
provisioned working and protection SONET circuits,
the network layer uses dynamic routing to select from
several possible paths. For example, in Figure 7, the
flow between a and g may take two different IP paths.
We thus model the impact on flow reachability with:

rf (t) = M if (t) ·∧ ri (4)

This equation is similar as Equation 1, but the mapping
is varies over time t as M if (t), unlike the the static M cs

in Equation 1.
In the example shown in Figure 6,

M if (t) =

( I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 I7 I8

F1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
F2 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

)
Note that after a cable cut, M if (t) is likely to change.

M if (t) is collaboratively decided by distributed routers
running Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) and Interior
Gateway Protocol (IGP) based on current IP reacha-
bility. Feamster et al. have proposed an algorithm
to compute this matrix by emulating the route selec-
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tion process of each ingress router for each destination
prefix [16]. In principle, M if (t) can also capture load
balancing and traffic engineering, but modeling these
factors is future work.

Latency Flow latency is the sum of each IP links la-
tency on its path. We capture the latency of each flow
lf (t) as:

lf (t) = M if (t) · li (5)

Throughput Throughput is affected both by IP link
capacity and traffic and congestion control on each link.
We assume most traffic is congestion-reactive [17], and
therefore over medium-timescales each flow will con-
verge on a fair share at its bottleneck. We thus model
flow throughput cf (t) as:

cf (t) = Cif (t) ·min ci (6)

where ci denotes capacity of IP links. Cif (t) is a matrix
denoting the fraction of capacity occupied by each flow
on each IP link. It is derived from M if (t) by computing
the multiplicative inverse of number of flows on each IP
link. Here operator ·min computes the minimum value
over the vector. That is: (A ·min B)ij = Minm

k=1aikbkj
where (A ·min B)ij is the element in ith row and jth

column.

3.5 From Flows to Sessions
Applications often use one or more flows to realize

complex network services; we call this exchange of the
information a session. (Our sessions are somewhat more
general than the OSI session layer, and are implemented
in applications and libraries.)

We model sessions as a bridge between flows and ap-
plication QoE. This bridge allows us to identify metrics
that are application-specific but lower-level than users
might care about. These metrics are useful because
they are common to several different models of QoE,
and because they identify measurable things in the net-
work that we can verify. We expect each application
to require distinct session information. We draw on
prior work in modeling multiple applications, focusing
on video streaming using a model developed by Mok
et al. [32]. We focus on one generic session property,
reachability, and three application-specific properties of
video streaming, which later fit into the session-QoE
model. Other applications that could be used within
this framework include video telephony, VOIP, gaming,
and newly emerged cloud applications.

Reachability We consider the reachability of a ses-
sion equals to the one of the transmission flow. A
video streaming session may initiate one or a series of
transmission flows to transfer video segments to the
user [20]. In case where multiple flows are used, we
consider them as one flow but with changing endpoints
(servers). There are also other flows involved in a stream-

AS 1 AS 2
IP layer

F1

F2

session flow

a

g

f

Application 
layer

Figure 8: A session between an user and a ser-
vice relies on one or multiple flows between the
user client and server(s).

ing session, such as DNS queries that map the service
to servers. But because these flows have much less in-
fluence over the session quality, we thus do not model
them.

Prior work shows that there is typically only one TCP
flow at a time [20], we therefore consider the reachability
of a session equals to the one of the single flow at a given
time.

Most video streaming services employ Content De-
livery Networks (CDNs) that distribute content around
the Internet in caches to reduce latency to the user, and
bandwidth costs to the provider. Different CDN caches
provide redundancy to the session, just as backup SONET
circuits do to the IP link. Reachability of to any cache
allows the service to proceed.

For example, in Figure 8, the session the user and
video streaming service YouTube depends on the un-
derlying flow F1. But if anything goes wrong with F1,
the user can still access the service by F2 which goes to
another cache providing the same content.

We model session reachability (ra(t)) as the following
equation (We use superscript a to denote “application”.
In principle, we should use s to denote “session”, how-
ever, s is already used for “SONET circuit”).

ra(t) = Mfa(t) · rf (t) (7)

where Mfa(t) is the dynamic mapping between sessions
and flows (or services and servers). Note that unlike
Equation 2 where redundancy is expressed by disjunc-
tion, redundancy here is expressed by dynamic. Mfa(t)
will automatically change after a failure to restore the
session reachability.

Application-specific properties of video stream-
ing We also draw on several properties specific to video
streaming: video bitrate, startup delay, and rebuffering
ratio. These properties have been developed in models
specific to video evaluation [12, 24, 32]; we adapt them
to our model and flow rate cf .

Video bitrate rv is often congestion adaptive, picking
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certain bitrate tiers in modern streaming players [20];
we model this mechanism by picking the largest rv just
less than cf . Video startup delay (ds) is

ds =
β × rv
cf

(8)

a function of video buffer size β, video bitrate, and flow
rate (from Mok et al. [32]). Rebuffering ratio is also
important. We model it as

rb ≈
rv
cf
− 1 (9)

aggregated from two separate models in [32] (they define
separate rebuffering time and frequency).

We define these network-level metrics of video perfor-
mance in our session model because they serve as input
to several different QoE models (described in the next
section), and because they help identify how specific
network phenomena cause problems to the user experi-
ence.

Other applications Video telephony is also an im-
portant application on the Internet. Well-known spe-
cific systems include Skype video calls, Google hang-
out, and iChat. Zhang et al. [44] proposed models to
predict three session qualities (sending rate, video rate,
and frame rate) of Skype.

Compared with video streaming, video telephony is
more sensitive to real-time condition such as latency.
However, as the models in [44] show, throughput is still
the most important factor.

3.6 From Sessions to QoE
We can now bring our model to the user by model-

ing their Quality of Experience in specific applications.
We can reflect reachability as completely unacceptable
QoE (−∞), but more QoE is interesting when it re-
flects more subtle differences. As a concrete applica-
tion where we can estimate QoE, we continue to focus
on video streaming.

Application-specific QoE of video streaming We
survey four QoE models of video streaming developed
in three prior papers [12, 24, 32]. These models are
induced by analyzing data sets of varying sizes. The
model in [32] is based on lab experiments including 270
views from 10 viewers; while the two in [24] are based
on a much larger set from Akamai (23 million views
from 6.7 million viewers). The model in [12] is drawn
from the largest and most diverse dataset, including
300 million views from 100 million viewers in a week,
from various content providers. We thus first choose
the model in [12]. In addition, we also incorporate one
model in [24] as another branch to complete our model.
These two models focus on two different aspects of QoE
(play time and abandonment rate) and we think they
are both useful.

The model in [12] uses decreased video play time (∆QoEP
)

to indicate user QoE (less play times indicates worse ex-
perience), and studies how it is shaped by rebuffering
ratio (rb). The model can be formalized by the following
equation:

∆QoEP
=

{
−1 minute/% ∗ rb video on demand
−3 minute/% ∗ rb live video

(10)
which means users watch 1 or 3 minutes less every 1%
more rebuffering for two types of video. Note that this
model has a range where it is applicable. It only applies
to rebuffering ratio less than 10%. Beyond that, QoE
is too bad to be applicable.

Focusing on another aspect of user experience, the
model in [24] uses negative video abandonment rate (QoEA)
to indicate user QoE and studies the causality between
it and the startup delay (ds).

QoEA = −(ds − 2) ∗ 5.8% (11)

The above equation means that users start to abandon
videos after 2 seconds of startup delay, and abandon-
ment rate raises by 5.8% every one more second delay.
This model also has its application range. The authors
did not discuss it directly, but by examining their re-
gression graph (Figure 10 in [24]), we conclude that this
model only applies to startup delay less than 10 seconds.

Other applications Although we focus on video stream-
ing, QoE models exist for other applications such as In-
ternet telephony. Chen et al. [10] proposed a model to
predict Skype voice call QoE from session quality. Their
model shows that Skype sending rate and the jitter of
sending rate are the two most important factors that
ensure a good quality of experience for users.

Online gaming is another application area where QoE
can be modeled. Chang et al. [9] has proposed a model
for QoE for on-line gaming, showing that both display
frame rate and frame distortion are critical to user ex-
perience. Such models could fit in our framework.

3.7 Data needed for the model
So far, we have completed our model by incorporating

prior models and developing ones that are needed.
This model helps one to predict what users will be

affected by the cable cut and how the cut affects their
video streaming experience. However, to conduct any
useful prediction, one needs to collect real-world data
as input and parameters to the model.

Table 2 lists the data needed. As we can see from
the table, almost all data are proprietary and thus hard
to obtain. However, we can still gather some through
measurement and online documents (see citations in the
table).

Some data are not only proprietary, but also dynamic
(notations with (t)), which means they may be hard
to obtain even for service providers. For example, the
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layer nota- meaning value/ prop- in equa-
tion source rietary tion

PHY rc reachability status of cable segments cable owners y 1
PHY to SONET M cs mapping from SONET circuits to cable segments cable owners y 1

SONET ls latency of SONET circuits cable owners y 3

SONET to IP
W si mapping from IP links to SONET working paths ISPs y 2, 3
P si mapping from IP links to SONET protection paths ISPs y 2, 3

IP
M if (t) mapping from flows to IP links at time t ISPs y 4, 5
Cif (t) mapping of IP link bandwidth to flows at time t ISPs y 6

ci capacity of IP links ISPs y 6
IP to APP Mfa(t) mapping from sessions to flows at time t app providers y 7

APP
β video buffer size t 0.5 ∼ 5 min [1] y 8
rv video bitrate t 0.35 ∼ 3.8 Mb/s [1] y 8, 9

Table 2: Data needed for the model.

mapping from flows to IP links (M if (t)) is dynamic.
It is governed by complex routing protocols that reside
in distributed routers according to the current IP link
state. Often, even internal operators find it hard to
predict routes for flows.

We see two approaches to obtain dynamic data. First,
one can log the information for a period of time long
enough to predict future behavior. Most network traf-
fic has strong diurnal and weekly periodicity that al-
lows trend identification. Alternatively, one can build
models that infer dynamic behavior from slower chang-
ing information, such as prior work in routing [16] and
traffic matrix estimation [31,45].

In some cases, data may be unavailable, either to re-
searchers or operators. Although missing data makes
specific outcomes difficult to predict, modeling makes
it relatively easy to quickly study a range of parame-
ters. Such a study can suggest if negative outcomes are
likely or unlikely over different possibilities.

4. CASE STUDIES
After constructing the model in Section 3, we next

apply our model to understand real-world incidents (see
Table 3). Specifically, we characterize specific aspects
of networks that make countries more or less vulnerable
to threats. In addition, we also explore how one can
apply the model when facing incomplete data. We find
that service self-sufficiency (hosting services near users),
and geographic diversity of circuits both help insulate
a country from outages.

In this section we focus on Bangladesh and its 2012
cut (the first incident in Table 3). We explored this
incident concurrent with developing our model. Subse-
quently, we applied our model to the three other cases
listed in Table 3. Although each scenario requires new
parameters, our model is effective at evaluation of these
additional cases, suggesting it generalizes and is not
overfit to a single occurrence. Due to space constraints,

detailed discussion of these cuts is in Appendix B.
The SeaMeWe-4 cable cut happened in 2012 (Sec-

tion 4.1) had a significant impact on Bangladesh; to
understand its cause we first apply our model for an
explanation (Section 4.3). Besides the explanation, we
would also like to quantify the impact, especially on
user QoE, beyond what has been reported in public
news (Section 4.4). One step further, countries which
suffer from cable cuts would also like to know how to
mitigate the impact. We therefore present a method to
help countries address this issue (Appendix A).

The process to apply our model has been discussed in
Section 3 and shown in Figure 3. However, to address
incomplete data, we have slightly changed the course.
We briefly describe this modified process (Section 4.2)
and apply it to one of our examples for illustration.
Finally, we would like to share what we have learned
about addressing incomplete data in a generic scenario
(Section 4.5).

4.1 Incident Overview
SeaMeWe-4 submarine cable system connects 17 land-

ing stations from South East Asia via Middle East to
Western Europe (Figure 9), in a bus-like topology [36].
While submarine cables are often rings, geography forces
a linear topology here. The system is managed by a con-
sortium composed of 16 telecommunication companies
and spans about 20,000 km, supporting communication
at 1.28 Tb/s [42].

We analyze the 6 June 2012 cable cut occurring 60 km
outside Singapore that disconnected it from other sta-
tions [5].

A naive model of reachability might suggest that this
cut would affect Internet users in Singapore. However,
public reports suggest that Singapore users were barely
affected, while Bangladeshi users experienced significant
problems [5]. Press reports suggest about eight million
Bangladesh netizens suffered very slow connections af-
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incident victim cables cables self- geo- geo- capacity
country (total) (cut) sufficiency diversity weakness drop

SeaMeWe-4’12 [5] Bangladesh 1 1 4% low eastbound to Singapore 67%*
SeaMeWe-4’13 [34] Pakistan 4 2 0% medium westbound to Europe 60%†

IMEWE’12 [27] Lebanon 1 1 8% low westbound to France 100%†
TEAMS’12 [6] Kenya 3 1 4% medium 20%†

Table 3: Four real-world incidents we have studied. Asterisks (*): estimated, daggers (†): reported.

Figure 9: Physical topology of SeaMeWe-4 [35].
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ter the cut. We did not find news for Thailand and
Malaysia which likely implies that these two countries
were also barely affected.

4.2 Applying the Model
We next briefly describe the applying process. The

ideal process is shown as the solid red line in Figure 3,
however, in order to address data incompleteness, we
instead follow two branches of it visualized by dashed
purple lines. (The dashed parts of the two branches are
where data is unavailable. To address this problem, we
perform what-if analysis on these parts.) The service-
reachability branch reverses the bottom-up order of the
ideal process, starts from the session reachability, and
works down the stack to the cable segment reachability.
The user-QoE branch keeps the bottom-up order, starts
from the IP link capacity, and ends at video play time,
based on the prerequisite that session reachability is
satisfied. We next describe the two branches in details.

Service reachability branch integrates Equation 7, 4, 2
and 1 to obtain the cross-layer impact on service reacha-
bility by following a top-down direction. Data needed in
this branch are obtainable through measurement or ed-
ucated inference, therefore this path allows us to quan-
tify service reachability.

To analyze service reachability, we first apply Equa-
tion 7 to map service reachability to flow reachability.
We obtain the data needed in this step (Mfa(t)) from
distributed DNS queries and BGP routing tables. Dis-
tributed DNS queries can discover more servers than
from a single vantage point, and thus decrease the possi-
bility of underestimating service reachability. We there-
fore query server addresses from all major Singaporean
and Bangladeshi ISPs. We limit our scope to Singa-
porean and Bangladeshi users only to make the problem
more manageable. More specifically, we only consider
sessions between users and top services within these two
countries respectively. We identify top services as the
top 25 websites for each country provided by Alexa [4],
and users by IP addresses announced by major Singa-
porean and Bangladeshi ISPs.

One layer down, we then map flow reachability to
IP link reachability by applying Equation 4. We ob-
tain the data needed here (M if (t)) from traceroutes
targeted either to servers or users supplemented by AS
path inference.

Down to the bottom of the stack, we analyze cut ef-
fects on IP link reachability by applying Equation 2 and
Equation 1. The data needed in these two steps (M cs,
W si, P si) are proprietary, and also hidden under the
IP layer within each network’s boundaries. Only the
ISPs have this data and can measure it, so instead we
make educated estimates based on ISPs’ public docu-
ments. We use published IP [38] and physical topolo-
gies [39]; some ISPs make this data available to attract

customers. We can compare these two topologies to
infer what IP links depend on what cable segments.

One can follow the above service-reachability branch
to analyze cut effects on service reachability, which pro-
vides a binary answer (either accessible or not). QoE
depends on service reachability (QoE only makes sense
when services are reachable), but contains much richer
information about user satisfaction. We next describe
the other branch that examines user QoE based on the
assumption that services are reachable.

User QoE branch integrates Equation 6, 9 and 10.
This analysis requires proprietary information including
IP link capacity and flow traffic matrix (ci and Cif (t)
in Equation 6). Even for ISPs where this information
is known, the exact values change over time. We there-
fore study a range of values in the parameters space
to understand the range of conditions where the net-
work is robust or fragile. Thus our approach can both
answer what-if questions, where one provides or spec-
ulates about specific parameters, and project beyond
current usage to possible future scenarios.

We study link capacity (ci) and user traffic (Cif (t)).
To simplify representation, we replace capacity of indi-
vidual links with aggregate international capacity, and
dynamic traffic with maximum flow count. This ap-
proximation is appropriate when most services are in-
ternational (as we show they are for Bangladesh) and
flows are congestion-reactive and therefore will converge
on a fair share at the bottleneck international links. Fig-
ure 10 shows an example of the parameter space, with
capacity shown against flow count.

4.3 Causes of Large Impact on Bangladesh
We next discuss the two weaknesses of Bangladesh’s

infrastructure that our analysis reveals: low service self-
sufficiency and low geographic diversity of international
circuits. These weaknesses result in harm to Bangladeshis.

We define self-sufficiency as a metric to quantify the
degree a country depends on the outside world for Inter-
net services. Specifically, it equals the number of top 25
websites that are hosted by any domestic servers. For
Bangladesh, the self-sufficiency is very low (4%), mean-
ing only one website is within its border. More specif-
ically, among the 24 popular websites hosted abroad,
16 are foreign or global services (such as Google and
Facebook) eight are local but hosted abroad (such as
BanglaNews24 and BDJobs), suggesting an opportunity
for new hosting services inside Bangladesh to improve
self-sufficiency.

In contrast, Singapore is much more self-sufficient
(52%). When considering only the top five websites,
its self-sufficiency rises to 80%.

The low service self-sufficiency suggests that Bangladesh
heavily depends on the outside world, and thus it is very
important for Bangladesh to diversify its international
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outlets to cope with physical threats that disrupt re-
gional connectivity.

However, at the time of the cut (mid-2012), SeaMeWe-
4 was Bangladesh’s only high-capacity international ca-
ble We confirmed this statement by searching through
the complete list of submarine cables [42], and con-
cluded that Bangladesh had no terrestrial connectivity
at that time because a later Dec. 2012 terrestrial con-
nection (via the ITC cable) appeared as major news [8].
Satellite or dialup links can provide service for some,
but both are slow and do not support general traffic).

The low cable diversity is further intensified by the
low circuit diversity. Most Bangladesh’s international
circuits are provisioned to the east connecting with Sin-
gapore and so were cut during the incident. The sudden
disruption of eastbound circuits leads approximately to
a 60-70% drop of Bangladesh’s total international ca-
pacity. If Bangladesh had provisioned more backup cir-
cuits to the west connecting with global ISPs in Middle
East or Europe, user traffic could shift to the west and
threat impact would be much smaller.

In summary, the low geographic diversity of circuits,
together with the low service self-sufficiency, has made
Bangladesh vulnerable to cable cuts. Self-sufficiency
will improve by either encouraging popular foreign ser-
vices to deploy servers in-country, or if popularity of
domestic services grows. geographic diversity of in-
ternational connectivity is improved by adding circuits
or cables to new destinations, as Bangladesh did in
Dec. 2012 [8].

4.4 Impact on QoE in Different What-If Sce-
narios

This section studies the threat impact on user QoE
for different possible scenarios. These different possibil-
ities allow us to explore potential future situations, an
approach that applies not only to cable cuts, but also
other cases where international capacity supply or traf-
fic demand changes (such as planned maintenance and
flash crowds).

We explore a two-dimensional parameter space to
study these what-if scenarios. We have briefly described
the parameter space in § 4.2 which has international ca-
pacity and flow count as its two dimensions. Figure 10
shows how user QoE (represented by play time) varies
in this space, as measured by:

∆QoEP
= 100(1− rvy

x
) minute (12)

integrated from Equation 6, 9 and 10.
QoE models and Figure 10 simplify several aspects

of Internet video. Rather than model adaptive video,
we approximate rv by fixing it at the basic bitrate of
many services today (rv = 350 kb/s). In addition, the
QoE curve may vary by content type (for example, some
animation can be encoded more efficiently); these dif-
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Figure 10: QoE - decreased play time (minute)
in 2-D parameter space, rv = 350 kb/s

ferences are not reflected in current QoE models. Fi-
nally, we allocate bandwidth equally over all users in
a country. In practices, their needs will vary. Future
work could capture these effects by refining our model,
perhaps with a multi-tier QoE equation.

As shown in the figure, there are three regions corre-
sponding to different QoE in the parameter space. The
bottom right green triangle region corresponds to good
experience with zero decreased play time (0 in color
box). The narrow middle strip (shown as shades of
blue) just on top of it corresponds to degraded experi-
ence. Users in this region react by watching less time
ranging from several seconds to 10 minutes (-1 ∼ -10).
Note that this region is very narrow, indicating there is
fairly little adaptively at these scales. The upper left
white region is where the QoE model does not apply
because the capacity is so small and flows are so many,
in this region users are unlikely to use the service at all.

To answer what-if questions, we consider performance
before and after a network change. As shown in the fig-
ure, this approach first picks a specific position in the
space (“before” dot) representing the state of a given
country before the cut happened, it then moves the ini-
tial state to another position (“after” dot) representing
the state after the cut. The approach finally assesses
the cut impact by comparing the QoE values at these
two positions. In the example shown in Figure 10, the
cut makes the QoE degrades from good to an intolerable
level.

Theoretically, the before and after states can be at
any positions in the parameter space. However, in prac-
tice, the before state typically appears in the good ex-
perience region and the direction and distance it moves
only follows a finite set of ways. We next summarize
major possible scenarios.

Steady demand (with decreased capacity) may
be caused by a cable cut or simply a regular mainte-
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nance. In this scenario, users maintain their regular
online activities despite the potential change of service
qualities. Because the user traffic is unchanged, the di-
rection the before state moves is fixed—it only moves
horizontally to the left. The distance it moves reflects
the capacity taken out of service by cable cuts or main-
tenance, in turn depending on the diversity of the coun-
try’s connectivity.

The Bangladesh incident may match this scenario.
We next conjecture about the possible impact on Bangladeshi
users. Since the cable cut results in a 60-70% drop
of Bangladesh’s international capacity, the after state
shifts to about 30% of the initial capacity (moving di-
rectly left). However, since the initial capacity (the be-
fore state) is unknown, we cannot exactly position the
after state. Nevertheless, what-if analysis allows us to
bound regions of before states that produce different
outcomes. Figure 11(a) shows regions of before states
where Bangladeshi users would feel (i) no impact (i.e.,
the after state is still within the good experience bound-
ary) by inequality 100(1− 3rvy

x ) ≥ 0; (ii) moderate im-
pact (i.e., the after state falls within the degraded expe-
rience boundary) by inequality −10 ≤ 100(1− 3rvy

x ) <
0; and (iii) significant impact (i.e., the after state is
outside the QoE model application range) by inequal-
ity 100(1 − 3rvy

x ) < −10. (Observe that these three
inequalities are obtained by substituting x with x/3 in
Equation 12 to reflect the capacity drop.)

Figure 11(a) also reveals interesting implications about
connectivity planning—the trade-off between resilience
and resources. The no-impact zone provides high re-
silience at the cost of over-provisioning capacity by a
factor of 2. In contrast, the significant-impact zone,
although vulnerable to cable cuts, can accommodate
two-times more flows in normal situations. The amount
of extra capacity to provide and how to plan is a cru-
cial problem for many countries. Our models can guide
countries in assessing such trade-offs, as we expand upon
in Appendix A.

Decreased demand (with decreased capacity) could
be caused by the same reasons as the first scenario, but
reflects user defection (giving up) that often results from
degraded service quality. With decreased demand, the
after-state is both left and below the before state to re-
flect a decrease in number of flows as users defect, as
shown in Figure 11(b).

Suppose Bangladesh falls into this scenario and half of
the flows were withdrawn. We can again bound regions
of before states by different outcomes they result in as
shown in Figure 11(b). Defection extends the no-impact
zone (compared with Figure 11(a)) for those users who
remain, although the lower demand represents different
cost of the cut.

This scenario matches intuition that when capacity
decreases significantly, users wait (perhaps to come back
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(c) Increased Demand Scenario (y × 2)

Figure 11: Different before states result in dif-
ferent outcomes.

later), or ISPs limit normal traffic so prioritized flows
(such as control and business flows) can maintain their
throughput. Note however that the price for having
protecting prioritized flows is a potentially large num-
ber of significantly-impacted normal flows. Hence, the
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fundamental solution is still overprovisioning with spare
capacity.

Increased demand (with unchanged capacity) is
typically not caused by cable cuts, since cable cuts usu-
ally reduce capacity. Instead, this scenario is often
caused by flash crowds, such as global events that cause
short-term traffic surges. The result is that the after
state shifts up relative to before (see Figure 11(c)).

This scenario is not relevant to our cable cut for
Bangladesh, but it shows the generality of our ana-
lytic approach. Similarly to the previous scenarios, we
can bound regions of before states leading to different
outcomes (Figure 11(c) shows the situation for doubled
traffic). As we can see from the figure, to accommodate
unexpected traffic surge (analogous to containing cable
cut impact), over-provisioning of capacity is needed.

4.5 General Tactics to Address Incomplete Data
Our experiences suggest two general tactics to handle

incomplete data: focusing on a subset of the problem to
reduce the data needed and studying a range of possi-
bilities. We next elaborate on each of these two tactics.

The first tactic generally applies to problems that re-
quire large amounts of hard-to-obtain data. To work-
around missing data, we instead refocus on a subset of
the problem that requires data that is more easily or
readily available. In our specific case, the problem is
to analyze the impact on all users in all countries given
a cable cut. Solving this problem would need all re-
lated data about all users which is impossible to obtain.
We instead focus only on a subset of all users. In the
case at hand, this subset consists of users in Bangladesh
because those users have reportedly been severely im-
pacted by the cable cut. With this new focus, we only
need data for network components that are concerned
with Bangladesh and the users in that country. Be-
fore obtaining such data, we first identify the relevant
components. To this end, we start with the users of
interest who are represented in our model at the appli-
cation layer and work our way down the stack. At each
layer, we identify the components of interest. In short,
we end up following the top-down service-reachability
branch and not the ideal bottom-up process depicted in
Figure 3.

The second approach addresses missing data by study-
ing a range of possible values of the data. In our specific
case, the required data to study user QoE is link capac-
ity and user traffic. However, both data are proprietary
and thus not available to us. To continue our analysis,
we instead study a range of possible values of these data
as we have demonstrated in Section 4.4. By performing
the what-if analysis, we can not only study the current
usage, but also predict possible future scenarios.

5. GUIDELINES TO UNDERSTAND AND
MODEL THREATS

We next summarize the lessons we learned in fram-
ing, modeling, and analyzing network threats, and what
they say about network design.

First, almost on every layer of the Internet, topolog-
ical connectivity does not imply data reachability. The
topology could be a well-known AS and router topol-
ogy on the network layer, or physical cable topology,
or even application-layer client-server/peer-to-peer net-
work topology. Prior work [13, 18, 43] has mainly fo-
cused on the connectivity/reachability issue of the AS
topology. In this paper, we also showed that cable con-
nectivity is not enough — a SONET circuit needs to be
established to transmit data (§ 3.2 and 4.3). In fact,
the data transmission on every layer needs to follow
the layer’s control protocol (such as SONET, Ether-
net, MPLS, OSPF, BGP, TCP, RTCP and SIP) and
it is these protocols that govern the data reachability,
given the prerequisite that the two ends are topologi-
cally connected. Thus, to model data reachability, one
must consider the behavior of these control protocols.
We stress this principle because it can be easily forgot-
ten and therefore cause modeling errors.

Second, fault-recovery mechanisms reside on many
layers, and new ones are frequently added. Network
routing is the best known recovery mechanism (§ 3.4).
In this paper, we also identified the ring protection on
SONET layer (§ 3.3) and server redundancy on the ap-
plication layer (§ 3.5). Use of multiple servers to en-
hance reliability and performance is a relatively new
mechanism used by content delivery networks (CDNs).
Sometimes, when all of the lower layers fail to con-
tain the threat impact, CDNs can mitigate the im-
pact by delegating proper servers to serve users (In
§ 4.3, we show that Singaporean users are mainly served
by local servers and thus were barely affected by the
cut). Therefore, to correctly assess threat impacts, one
must consider the fault-recovery mechanisms on all re-
lated layers, paying special attention to newly intro-
duced ones.

Third, the effects of threats on real users are strongly
influenced by user behavior and network architectures.
This observation has implications on both modeling and
network deployment. To model threats, it means that
one must consider local users’ preferences for services.
One must also understand where modern CDNs deploy
servers, since CDN nodes can make a “foreign” service
local. To understand the impact of threats, one must
identify common traffic sources and destinations instead
of just picking arbitrary endpoints, as we have demon-
strated (§ 4.2).

This observation also suggests that countries that
wish to improve their network resilience can do so by
improving self-sufficiency (encouraging use of local ser-
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vices and local replicas of global services), as well as
by diversifying network connectivity. All of these “best
practices” can reduce the impact of disruptions as shown
by the examples in § 4.

Lastly, reachability is the basis, but by far not enough
to capture QoE for modern users. Modern users’ ex-
pectation has risen sharply along with the rapid devel-
opment of the Internet. Years ago, being able to fetch
a webpage is satisfying enough for many users, while
nowadays, users abandon a webpage in seconds and re-
gard a video that buffers frequently intolerable (see our
discussion in Section 3.6). Therefore, to draw real-world
attention, we need to shift the focus from reachability
to QoE.

6. CONCLUSION
We have developed a holistic model that first relates

low-layer physical threats with high-layer Quality-of-
Experience for end users. Since no single organization
has data that spans all these layers, we applied what-if
analysis to understand possible outcomes in the face of
gaps in specific data. We have applied our model to four
incidents and identified low service self-sufficiency and
low geographic diversity as two major vulnerabilities of
developing countries. What-if analysis and our model
can predict possible outcomes of future events, and the
effects of mitigation strategies.
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To help a country to plan its international connectiv-
ity, we present a method in this section.

A problem many countries, especially developing ones,
face is that in order to let a% of population to enjoy
decent online experiences, how much international ca-
pacity should be provisioned? More specifically, what
submarine cable consortium should the country partici-
pate in? what circuits should be provisioned? and how
much capacity for each circuit?

In addition to normal conditions, countries are also
interested in whether the goal will be respected dur-
ing abnormal situations (such as sudden capacity drop
caused by cable cuts). This concern leads to more ques-
tions: how much extra capacity needs to be provisioned?
how to distribute the extra capacity among circuits?

We next present a method to aid countries answering
these questions based on the what-if study described in
Section 4.4. The core idea is to diversify the connec-
tivity to limit the capacity changes brought by common
threats, and therefore to achieve the maximal resilience
using the minimal amount of resources. Figure 12 helps
to understand this idea. For a given traffic demand,
the minimal capacity needed to achieve good QoE dur-
ing normal condition resides on the boundary of the
“good experience” zone. However, in order to be also
resilient to threats, the country needs extra capacity to
extend itself into the “no impact” zone. The shape of
the good-experience zone is irrelevant to country con-
nectivity and thus the minimal capacity is fixed for a
given traffic demand. In contrast, the shape of the no-
impact zone can be changed via careful connectivity
planning, and the bigger the zone, the less extra ca-
pacity is required. This observation provides countries
important implications—a good connectivity planning
can save millions of dollars on infrastructure resources.

The no-impact zone is bounded by how much capac-
ity and traffic varies during abnormal conditions. The
larger the capacity drop, or the larger the traffic in-
creases, the smaller the no-impact zone is. Hence, to
extend the no-impact zone and in turn reduce the extra
capacity needed, the country needs to shrink the range
of capacity drop and traffic increase. We focus on how
to shrink capacity drop in this paper and leave confining
traffic increase for future work.

To shrink the capacity drop, the country needs to di-
versify its connectivity so a single threat only affects a
limited number of circuits with a limited amount of ca-
pacity. A helpful concept here is the Shared Risk Group
(SRG) which identifies resources (such as circuits) that
are likely to be brought down by a common threat (for
example, all Bangladesh’s eastbound circuits to Singa-
pore are in the same SRG). The total capacity of all
resources within a SRG hence represents the capacity
drop caused by the corresponding threat. The maximal
capacity of all SRGs ultimately determines the bound-
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Figure 12: Capacity planning during normal and
abnormal conditions.

aries of the no-impact zone.
There are many previous works on how to identify

SRGs [14, 37]. For cable cuts specifically, the common
SRGs are circuits going through the same cable con-
duits, the same straits, and the same landing stations.
Therefore, countries need to pay special attention to
make sure their circuits are diversified over different ca-
bles, straits, and destinations.

B. APPLYING TO OTHER INCIDENTS
In addition to Bangladesh, we also apply our model

to three other cases as shown in Table 3. We examine
if our model can explain other incidents and if low self-
sufficiency and geo-diversity are still the major causes
(Section B.1). We then discuss the different geograph-
ical regions each country is vulnerable to and provide
recommendations (Section B.2). Finally, we hypothe-
size and compare the impact on user QoE in all inci-
dents (Section B.3).

B.1 Generalizing Causes of Large Impact
We have concluded that low service self-sufficiency

and low geographic diversity are the two major causes
that make a country vulnerable to submarine cable cuts.
We believe this conclusion also applies to many other
incidents that impact different counties with different
connectivity.

We examine three additional incidents to support our
conclusion shown in Table 3. Our model provides a
consistent explanation for all incidents. Except Pak-
istan, all significantly impacted countries (capacity drop
> 50%) show low self-sufficiency (ranging from 0% to
8%) and low geo-diversity. The reason why Pakistan
(with a medium level of geo-diversity) also experienced
large impact is because it had two cables out of service
during the same period. The challenge Pakistan was
facing was much bigger than Bangladesh and Lebanon,
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however, it still performed better than the other two
countries (60% capacity drop compared with 67% and
100% drop).

The four incidents cover a wide range of geographical
area (South Asia, Middle East, and Africa) and diverse
connectivity, we therefore believe our model is generic
enough to apply to many submarine cable cut incidents.

Although all incidents have shown that low geo-diversity
is a major vulnerability, countries differ at the location
where they are vulnerable to. We next discuss the weak-
ness for each country.

B.2 Geographic Diversity of Different Coun-
tries

We next discuss the geographical regions each coun-
try is vulnerable to and how they could improve geo-
diversity. Table 3 summarizes these geographical re-
gions for each country.

We have learned that Bangladesh heavily relies on its
eastbound circuits to Singapore for Internet access in
Section 4.3. Thus, the region between Bangladesh and
Singapore where SeaMeWe-4 traverses is Bangladesh’s
weakness. Any earthquake and ship anchors in this re-
gion pose threats to Bangladesh. As we have also men-
tioned in Section 4.3, Bangladesh could improve its ge-
ographic diversity by adding circuits or cables to new
destinations, such as India, Middle East, and Europe.

Unlike Bangladesh, Pakistan’s geographical weakness
is westbound to Europe. We infer that westbound cir-
cuits through SeaMeWe-4 and all circuits through IMEWE
(the other cable out of service) represent 60% of Pak-
istan’s international capacity, and they were either bro-
ken or dis-functional during the incident. The heavy
circuit provisioning in one direction makes Pakistan vul-
nerable to threats happening along the westbound routes
to Europe, which almost all go through the Suez Canal,
the biggest single point of failure of Pakistan’s Internet
access.

To improve geographic diversity, Pakistan could fol-
low two ways. The first way is to provision more east-
bound circuits to Asia. The second one is to estab-
lish circuits via different routes, such as through South
Africa rather than through Egypt to reach Europe.

Lebanon has the lowest geographic diversity among
all countries. We infer that it only provision westbound
circuits to France for Internet access. Thus, a threat
at any position of the cable route between Lebanon and
France can bring the whole country down, which is what
happened in the incident [41].

Lebanon could improve its geographic diversity by
establishing Internet circuits to some countries other
than France, and ideally in other directions. In this
way, even if the westbound circuits are broken, Lebanon
can still rely on eastbound circuits to avoid a complete
Internet blackout.
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Figure 13: Estimated impact on user QoE in
four incidents.

Compared with the previous three countries, we be-
lieve Kenya has better geo-diversity. Similar to Pak-
istan, Kenya also provisions circuits that go through
Suez Canal to reach Europe. However, Kenya connects
to at least two more destinations via two more routes for
Internet access: northbound to United Arab Emirates
and eastbound to Asia.

We have shown that geographical weakness is often
caused by provisioning circuits heavily in one direction,
to one destination, or via one route by examining four
countries. This weakness can lead to significant drop of
a country’s international capacity. We next look at how
this capacity drop affects user QoE.

B.3 Impact on User QoE
In this section, we analyze QoE (see Section 4.4) for

all four incidents. We compare the potential impact on
user QoE in different countries, and see how good con-
nectivity planning could insulate users from cable cut
impact. Figure 13 shows our estimation of the position
of each country before and after the cable cuts. We
gather the approximate international Internet capacity
of each country from public web pages [21, 23, 33, 40].
These capacity numbers place each country on the ca-
pacity axis. We then position each country on the flow
axis based on their number of Internet users. Finally,
we decide how far the before state moves by estimated
or reported capacity drop listed in Table 3.

From Figure 13, we can see that Kenya has done a
good job to insulate its users from submarine cable cuts.
It not only has provisioned abundant extra capacity, but
it has good geographic diversity (one cable cut has only
resulted in 20% capacity drop). Other countries are
much closer to the edge of acceptable capacity. All exit
the “good experience” region after a single cable cut.
These countries do not have adequate extra capacity
in intentional connectivity, visualized by the distance
between the before state and the good experience zone
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boundary. Neither do they have good diversity of inter-
national capacity as shown by the relative length of the
arrow (the shorter, the higher diversity).

From these additional cases, we conclude that a good
connectivity planning could insulate users from impact
brought by submarine cable cuts.
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